GTM Research has identified community solar as the next largest solar growth market in the United States. Over the next two years, community solar in the U.S. is poised to see its market size increase sevenfold, and by 2020 GTM Research expects U.S. community solar to be a half-gigawatt annual market. As community solar transforms into an increasingly mainstream segment within the U.S. solar market, drivers of growth are evolving rapidly. In this new report, GTM Research outlines leading and emerging state opportunities for community solar, profiles developers leading the community solar charge, and explores all the risks, factors, and business models that shape community solar today and in the years to come.

Cumulative Community Solar Installations

This slide-based report provides the most comprehensive research available on the U.S. community solar market. It defines and segments the market, forecasts installations in total and by state, outlines the legislature that is helping and hampering community solar, and provides a snapshot of today’s competitive landscape.
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